EECS Undergraduate Announcements for April 1, 2019

Internship Opportunity at the Marine Hydrodynamics Laboratory Spring/Summer 2019

Student needed for a Spring/Summer term internship at the Marine Hydrodynamics Laboratory (MHL – 126 West Hall, 1085 S. University Ave.). The internship will consist of general MHL labor support and a term long independent project consisting of a combination of literature reviews, physical design, fabrication, physical testing and report writing as well as ROV hardware/software support. See flyer for more information.

Now Accepting Applications for MLEAD Academy Leadership

Applications for MLEAD Academy Leadership are now open! Leaders for MLEAD Academy will be able to move back into University Housing early as well as receive free meals and compensation in the form of Blue Bucks. On-going application. For more information and to apply click here.
Looking to be a mentor and build your leadership capacities?

---

**Hiring Student with experience in SQL for UMSI**

The University of Michigan School of Information (UMSI) is currently building courses for their new Masters of Applied Data Science (online) Degree Program, which will launch in Fall 2019. As part of the development process, UMSI is looking for a student comfortable with sql, mysql, pandas, and nosql-e.g. mongo to assist for 10-15 hours a week in the development of a short course on SQL & Databases, and available for immediate hire. The pay-rate for this position is 20$/hour. The student is expected to help evaluate and improve assignments created by a faculty member, provide feedback on lecture materials, potentially assist in the development of automatic tests for course assignments, and assist in other course development tasks as time permits. If interested, please apply to the position [here](#).

---

*This information is sent on behalf of the individuals listed in each announcements. These opportunities are not directly affiliated with the EECS Undergraduate Advising Offices.*
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